
Illuminated Christmas trees
Instructions No. 1841
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Illuminated decorations are an important part of Christmas. Because especially in the dark season, light creates a beautiful
atmosphere.

Print out the free motif templates in the size you want and transfer them twice onto the star foil. Cut out the trees with scissors. Lay the fir trees on top of each
other and sew the edges together with the sewing machine. Of course you can also sew the edges by hand instead of using the sewing machine. Leave a small
piece open at the bottom of the "trunk".

Place a micro LED light chain and a bamboo stick inside the tree. The tree is placed in the middle of the miniature logs using the stick. Alternatively, you can
also glue several bark discs on top of each other with wood glue. Drill a small hole in the middle. There you put the one Fir in. If necessary, put some glue into
the drilled hole to fix the whole thing.

For a particularly shiny decoration you can fill the fir trees with glitter, stick
stickers on them or use the star foil "Magic Star" glitter use 

Are you looking for more luminous decoration? Our beautiful shaking stars
are made according to the same principle as the illuminated fir trees. The
detailed instructions and templates can be found here.

Article number Article name Qty
688956 VBS Star foil "Magic Star" 1
616744 VBS Deco Branches 1
614054 VBS Bark discs "Round" 1
610439 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 50 pieces 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/vbs-star-foil-magic-star-glitter-a146750/
https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/illuminated-shaking-stars-t2061/


110488 Ponal express wood glue, 120 g 1
566902-01 edding 404 "permanent marker"Black 1
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